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Plan Summary
Strategic Area of Focus 1:
Community Enhancement
Vision & Aspiration:
Improve Beach’s quality of life for the
benefit of its residents and enhance the
community’s quality of place to make
it attractive to business investors and
visitors.
Desired Outcomes:
• Clean up abandoned lots and
properties
• Beautify the community
• Infrastructure that is updated and
reliable for residents and supports
business growth
• Provide opportunities and special
events that foster greater community
spirit
• Make community wellness a priority
Goals:
• Promote and enhance the City’s
appearance.
• Improve city streets and update
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critical infrastructure.
• Improving Beach’s quality of life and
place.

Strategic Area of Focus 2:
Business Growth
Vision & Aspirations:
To restructure the City’s business
development efforts to support the
retention and expansion of current
businesses and attract new businesses
to Beach.
Desired Outcomes:
• A viable and financially secure
business development entity
• Greater cooperation between the City
of Beach and the region when it comes
to business development
• A healthy, and ideally, growing
business community
Goal:
Revitalize the City’s business
development and growth efforts to
attract new investment and support
business retention and growth.

Strategic Area of Focus
3: Making Beach a
Destination

Strategic Area of Focus 4:
Community Engagement &
Revitalization

Vision & Aspirations:
To make Beach a destination that draws
visitors to the community for dining,
shopping, lodging, and recreation.

Vision & Aspiration:
Deepen a sense of community to
make Beach the best it can be through
engaging the talents of residents.

Desired Outcomes:
• Create a unique brand appeal for
Beach
• Draw visitors into the City
• Increase sales tax revenue that can
then be invested into the community

Desired Outcomes:
• Greater community pride
• Increased community involvement by
residents
• Creating networks of residents to help
address community needs and foster
consensus on issues

Goals:
• Brand the city and market Beach
to tourists, motorists, and visitors
throughout the region.
• Use Beach’s location and unique
culture as a selling point for investors
and a draw for visitors.

Goals:
• Actively promote and support
greater community involvement
among residents and groups that will
contribute to the City’s social well
being.
• Encourage involvement and provide
opportunities for residents to assist in
the implementation of this Strategic
Plan.
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Our Vision and
Values
Our Vision
To build a better, more prosperous,
vibrant, and healthy Beach for ourselves
and generations to come.
Our Values
• Betterment: We are committed to
building a better Beach for ourselves
and future generations.
• Encouragement: We will encourage one
another in our work to strengthen our
community.
• Accountability: We are all responsible
for our community’s success.
• Collaboration: We will work
collaboratively toward creating a
stronger community.

Beach… By the Numbers
The 2010 Census reported the following…
• Population:

1,019 residents

• Households:

498

• Median Age:

46.2 years

• Age Composition:
− Under 18:

23 percent

− 18 to 24 years
of age:

5 percent

− 25 to 44:

20 percent

− 45 to 64:

29 percent

− 65 or older:

23 percent

• Average Family
Size:

2.90

• Gender:

53 percent female;
47 percent male

• Racial Makeup:

97 percent
Caucasian; 2
percent Hispanic
or Latino; 1
percent Other
Races

• Total Square
Mileage:

2 miles

• Hard Work: Like those who built Beach,
we will only achieve our goals through
hard work.
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Background and
Context
Purpose of Our Plan
The City of Beach developed this
Strategic Plan to express the goals of
its residents, businesses, and to chart
course for the city’s future. The primary
purpose of this plan is provide guidance
for future decision-making and foster
greater collaboration among city leaders,
residents, and businesses in addressing
current conditions and preparing for
anticipated changes within the city and
surrounding region.

How We Developed Our Plan
In 2018, the City of Beach was awarded
a Rural Business Development Grant for
the purposes of:
1) Surveying Beach businesses and
entrepreneurs to analyze economic
development efforts needed for the
creation, retention, and expansion of
local businesses.
2) Conduct community strategic
planning in tandem with the new
local committee working towards
the governor’s Main Street Initiative.
Emphasis in planning will address:
a. New leadership
b. A skilled workforce
c. Smart and efficient infrastructure
d. A healthy vibrant community for
the future

Jason Matthews of JM Strategies LLC
was hired to serve as the project
consultant. To guide the development
process and work with the Consultant,
the City Council created a project
committee consisting of Mayor Henry
Gerving, Councilman Tim Marman,
Councilwoman Beverly Wolff, and City
Auditor Kimberly Gaugler. The plan
was developed in the through a threephased process consisting of stakeholder
research, planning session, and drafting
of the plan.
Stakeholder research was conducted
through two online surveys and one
focus group to collect and access
community perceptions, attitudes, needs,
and wishes of Beach’s residents and
business community.
An online survey of the business
community was taken in January. Sixtyseven business owners and leaders were
invited to submit responses; twentyseven (27) responded, resulting in an
excellent response rate of 40 percent
indicating a high level of interest in
this process. A second online survey of
residents was available on the city’s
website from March 1 through 29.
Ninety-five (95) out of 1,019 residents
participated in the survey. This equates
to a participation rate of nine percent.
For projects of this nature, engagement
rates higher than seven percent are
satisfactory.
The surveys were then complemented by
a focus group session in May. The session
brought together business and civic
leaders for the purposes of capturing
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insights and identifying ideas related to
economic and community development.
The research findings were compiled
in a report and presented during a
community forum on June 11, which was
then followed by a community planning
session on June 18.
The information collected from the
planning session was then compiled and
presented in a draft of the plan, which
was then submitted to the City Council
for review, revision, and final approval.

What We Learned from the
Online Surveys
The central focus of this strategic
planning process was to assess the
City’s business climate with special
attention paid to six key areas:
• Business community perceptions of
Beach’s business environment
• Residents’ local spending practices
• Perceptions and expectations when it
comes to Beach’s local economy
• General impressions of Beach’s
downtown business district
• Grading local economic development
• Residents’ assessments of Beach’s
greatest external and internal
challenges
Local Economic Perceptions and
Expectations
Business owners and residents were
asked to provide feedback on their
perceptions and expectations on a range
of local economic issues and conditions.
• Business Community’s Rating of the
Local Business Environment: Forty-
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eight percent of business survey
participants rated Beach’s business
environment as struggling with 37
percent saying fair and 15 percent
stating it was good.
• Business Community’s Expectations
of their Business’ Condition in the
Coming Year: Overall, business leaders
were optimistic about their business’
condition in the coming year (2020)
with 52 percent saying they expected
conditions to be moderately better, 41
percent predicting conditions would
remain the same, and seven percent
expecting conditions to be substantially
better.
• Business Community’s Investment
Plans in the Coming Year: Mirroring
optimism about the coming year, 52
percent of business owners stated they
were planning to moderately increase
investment in their business in the
coming year. Forty-one percent said
investment would be the same. Three
percent (3%) each stated investment
would be either substantially more or
moderately less.
• Comparing the Local Economic
Conditions to the Previous Year:
When it came to comparing economic
conditions in Beach to where they
were one year before (in 2018), both 47
percent of residents and 48 percent
of business owners said conditions
were the same. However, 41 percent
of business owners, and 24 percent
of residents, said conditions were
moderately worse. Twenty-three
percent of residents said conditions
were moderately better; only seven

percent of business owners felt the
same way.
• Overall Expectations for the Local
Economy in the Coming Year: Looking
ahead to the next year (2020), both
business owners and residents were
optimistic about Beach’s economy.
Business owners were evenly divided
with 45 percent each expecting the
local economy to be moderately better
or the same. For their part, 42 percent
of residents expected conditions to
remain the same with 38 percent
expecting moderately better conditions.
Residents’ Local Spending Practice
A major area of interest at the start of
the planning process was to identify
residents’ spending practices in order
to capture a picture of consumer
behavior as it relates to Beach’s business
environment. A survey of residents found
56 percent had made a purchase of $50
or more within the past week. However,
an overwhelming majority – 66 percent
– stated they do 50 percent or more of
their shopping either online or outside of
Beach.
Impressions of Beach’s Business District
Both surveys asked participants to
provide their impressions of Beach’s
downtown business district. A list of
words or phrases was provided for
participants to select from. These ‘top
of mind’ questions typical draw out
respondents’ most honest answers.
• Residents’ Top Responses:
- Holding Its Own 18 percent
- Struggling 14 percent
- Limited 13 percent

- Deteriorating 13 percent
• Business Community’s Top Responses:
− Limited: 23 percent
− Struggling 19 percent
− Declining 19 percent
Grading Economic Development
Participants in both surveys were asked
to assign a grade to the City of Beach
for its economic development work.
Forty-six percent of business owners
gave a grade of ‘C’ with another 46
percent assigning a ‘D’ to city economic
development efforts. Residential
responses ran the gamut with 44 percent
assigning a ‘C,’ 28 percent giving a ‘D,’
13 percent selecting ‘B,’ and 15 percent
choosing ‘F.’ Of special note, no one gave
the City an ‘A.’
Beach’s Greatest Challenges as
Perceived by Residents
Participants in the residents’ survey were
asked to select from a list of options and
rank the greatest external and internal
challenges facing Beach on a scale from
one to five, with one being the greatest
and five being the lowest.
• External Challenges: Online shopping
and proximity to Dickinson and
Glendive were identified as the top
challenges facing Beach. The local
business community faces steep
competition from online shopping
and the availability of more shopping
options in Dickinson and Glendive. Of
course, this is a two-edge sword for the
community. On the one hand it attracts
money away from local businesses,
while on the other, it deprives the city
of sales tax revenue. Keeping young
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people in the community came in as
the third greatest challenge.
• Internal Challenges: Limited activities
for younger people, the ever-increasing
cost of infrastructure, and the
challenges of an aging community
came in as the top three internal
challenges. Limited childcare and tax
assessments on property rounded out
the list.
How to Look at Beach’s Challenges
In some ways, these challenges are not
surprising and are certainly not unique
to Beach. Facts are stubborn things and
the fact is, that for communities like
Beach, little can be done to deal with
external challenges. This is especially
true when it comes to online shopping
and competition from Dickinson and
Glendive. As to the identified third
greatest external challenge, outmigration of young people is a persistent
struggle for rural communities. Unlike
online shopping or issues related to
proximity, small communities can only
address out-migration marginally at an
economic level. The competition for
jobs, services, etc., from larger cities is
simply too great an obstacle for small
communities to overcome.
With that stated, many rural
communities have found success in
combating out-migration by focusing
on the building and maintenance of a
strong quality of life. For this reason,
identification and understanding of
internal challenges is, in many ways,
more important to small communities
than knowledge and acceptance of
external challenges.
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Qualitative Data from the Online Surveys
In addition to the quantitative data, the
surveys also gathered qualitative data
in the form of openended questions.
These data provided important additional
insight into individual perceptions and
attitudes of respondents. Here are some
comments of note…
• Business Community comments on what
the city of Beach does well when it comes to
economic development…
“Progressive, uses grants and seeks to expand
and improve public infrastructure.”
“Welcomes new businesses.”
“The City does provide businesses with
information on starting or growing a business.
The city is very supportive and mindful when
promoting local businesses as well.”
“The business owners work very hard to find the
things that are needed for this community.”
“There is no development plan or assistance
other than small grants or business planning
provided by other entities, not the City itself.”
“They have no economic development in Beach.”
“Very little. It seems as if no one really cares,
and are almost afraid that someone might
become successful.”

• Business Community comments on
what the city of Beach does NOT
do well when it comes to economic
development…
“The City of Beach does not recognize there
are over 3 million people driving by our exit
each year. Drawing just a small percentage
of these visitors into town can make a
business successful. On top of that, the City
has a contract with the ND Department of
Transportation to staff its million-dollar visitor
center in exchange for putting the visitors
center at our exit. Most cities would be thrilled

with this arrangement to be able to staff a
visitor’s center and personally invite travelers
to visit their community but some people on
our City Council feel this would benefit only one
business. Really? Is there only one business in
town? Travelers need food from Buzzy Cafe,
espresso, soup and sandwiches from Park Cafe.
Tea and gifts from Wild Vines Market. Groceries
from Beach Food Center. Pharmaceuticals
from Beach Pharmacy. Beach clinic and Beach
Veterinary if someone or their pet gets sick on
the road. It is a fight every year to get funding
for staffing the visitors center from the City
Council. Shortsightedness is a problem.”
“I feel the City needs to invest more in the
infrastructure area - streets and water works
need some updating.”
“I would love to see the City collaborate with
the Chamber of Commerce to plan events that
draw in business and foot traffic to Beach.”
“Encourage business growth in Beach. When
my business wanted to build, the hoops and
negativity from the city was not good. From
what I still see, that has not changed.”
“Strategic plan for community. How can we
improve roads? How can we improve parks?
How can we improve image? [There is a] lack of
cohesiveness and transparency at many levels.
The city needs a culture.”
“Beach consists of close-minded individuals
in council that does not seek economic
development, or growth.”

• Business Community comments on a
better way for Beach to pursue and/or
structure its economic development
efforts…
“Incentives for private money to develop
infrastructure, commercial, and housing. Sell
city property to individuals that will maintain it.
Currently the city is collapsing from center and
moving outward. Commercial buildings are for
sale or abandoned everywhere you look. Beach
needs a code to set standards for business
and housing appearance to make attractive to
visit. Businesses and houses would sell if the
investment were good; right now Beach is a

risky investment.”
“Probably. There’s always a better way. Beautify
the town! It’s not terribly attractive to visitors.
One thing I see is that they NEED to get
everyone on the same page. There are so many
people that want it their way and don’t look
at the big picture. This has resulted in much
division in our community. Business in Beach
is key. If you get new businesses more people
will come which will help the housing and other
businesses and on and on.”
“Encouraging economic growth with educated
driven council members.”
“See the 3 million travelers as an asset to be
embraced. It’s like living next to a moving 3
million-person city but without the crime, high
cost and social problems. Travelers come into
our city buy goods and services and then leave.
They stimulate our local economy.”
“Instead of a portraying an attitude that “we
can’t because nothing has worked before “to
be a more welcoming and prosperous attitude
going forward. We can move forward and
prosper. We need to have and create reasons
why we can move forward.’”
“Advertising for the local businesses. Encourage
residents and visitors to know what we have
here. Have this in all the businesses for easy
hand out. Or signs that let the ones coming to
town know that there is more to Beach than
just Cenex, Flying J, Buckboard and the High
School.”

• Business Community comments on
what one realistic change would you
make to improve Beach’s economic
development efforts and/or its
business environment?
“To start a development group. To help keep
business going and keep people here.”
“Help draw tourism from Theodore Roosevelt
National Park and Medora to Golden Valley
County.”
“Need strategic infrastructure improvement
program in place with strategic outcomes
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outlined. Need longterm improvement plans
in place. Water lines, sewage, roads, all need
replacement or improved and we can’t justify
costs to expand retail or build newer housing
on the private side without planning to fix the
current issues on the public side.”
“Get the community working together. If we
can not get the community working together,
supporting each other first, and then grow the
community from there.”
“Tax incentives for new and existing businesses
that are in the City of Beach. Also have an open
mind to changing times and except what needs
to happen to create jobs.”

• Residents’ responses to what they hope
would be the major outcomes from this
planning process…
“People working together to make the
community better”
“I would love to see our community step it
up a notch and bring new business, activities
and services into the community. I love that
there is a group trying to plan for a rec center.
Small towns like ours needs something like
this for our young people, well really all people.
We need things like community ed classes,
activities to do, etc. This idea that ‘Oh we have
tried to get this before and it didn’t work’
needs to go away. We need people in leadership
positions that want to see the community grow.
We have had some younger people and families
come back to the area and if we don’t grow
our community, people won’t stay. Maybe there
could be a push to get more community people
involved to help? Possibly different committees
could be formed based on people’s interests?
Include the high school kids as well.”
“Develop a plan to deal with all the houses and
buildings in town that need to be tore down.
Businesses are not going to come to Beach
when it looks so dumpy”
“I would like to see more activities that bring
the community together especially during Spirit
of the West. This year there will be an all school
reunion. If the community had more activities
for people to do during the reunion, then maybe
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younger people would want to move back.
Every summer Flasher ND, a town with about
200 people, has a summer-fest. Beach could
have something similar to that during Spirit of
the West. Beach has a lot of potential it is just
getting more people to see it. The outcome
I would like to see is to have more people
believe in Beach and work together to build our
community.”

What We Learned from the
Focus Group
“Scared of Change” and “Who is Footing
the Bill?”
Focus group participants were open and
eager to express their opinions. It was
clearly evident there was unanimous
agreement that current economic
development efforts were insufficient.
In the words of one participant: “This
city is scared of change.” More than one
participant observed that economic
development is seen through the prism
of tax incentives with one stating: “The
tax incentives are not working.” A view
was expressed by one participant that
the city council had been “burned by
past tax incentives.” Another participant
added to the point by noting that,
for many Beach residents, economic
development comes down to who is
going to have to “foot the bill.”
Factors Harming Beach’s Potential
When it came to grading Beach’s quality
of life, one participant gave an ‘A,’ four
offered ‘B,’ and five gave a grade of ‘C.’
The key aspects of small town life –
safe, quiet, simple life, everyone knowing
everyone – were roundly and widely
cited as positives for the community.
One person said: “This is home. Even
when I lived away… I wanted to come
back.”

But these positive attributes are being
challenged by what participants listed
as a number of complicating factors that
are diminishing the quality of life for
residents, repelling potential residents,
making it difficult to retain current
residents, and undercutting Beach’s
economic potential such as…
• Poor city streets
• Abandoned lots and the city being seen
as “dirty” and “rundown”
• Limited shopping options
• Limited dining options and lack of
“family friendly” dining
• Limited recreational and extracurricular options for families
(examples: dance classes, art classes,
etc.)
• “Lack of sober socialization”
• Lack of construction, plumbing, and
electrical contractors / services
• Perceived lack of a “growth mindset” by
the City Council
“The Ball is Rolling Backwards”
The panel sees economic development
and quality of life as two sides of the
same coin. But one participant stated
he/she felt in recent months that the
“ball was rolling backwards” when it
came to progress in the community.
This prompted a discussion over a
community wellness center. Many
participants expressed support for the
concept of a wellness center citing the
need for a fitness center and a place for
“sober socialization.” Some others would
like to see the vision for the center to
expand beyond fitness to serving as a
community gathering place with activity/
class rooms for all ages and multiple

uses (yoga, dance, art, meeting rooms,
etc.). A few participants noted that
the opposition to the project revealed
the power of “negative thinking” in
the community. “We’re our own worst
enemy,” said one participant. But to that
point others observed that reluctance
could also be traced back to previous
examples where the city was “burned”
and ever-present concerns over who is
going to pay for something.
Failure to Capitalize on Location
Discussion over the wellness center
prompted comparisons to other
surrounding communities with
references made to Medora, Golva, and
Wibaux, Montana. All acknowledge that
Medora is a unique case but Golva and
Wibaux were viewed as communities
that have capitalized on their potential.
One individual noted that the community
doesn’t have to “reinvent the wheel” but
take stock of what Beach has to offer.
Location was seen as an untapped
opportunity. Proximity to Theodore
Roosevelt National Park, Medora, and
visibility right off of the Interstate
were all mentioned as points for the
community to build off of. To illustrate
his/her point, one participant shared
official figures from the North Dakota
Department of Transportation (NDDOT).
On average, more than 4 million
vehicles drive by Beach every year on
the Interstate. Beach’s exit recorded 1.3
million vehicles turning off in 2017 with
500,000 of those being trucks. “What
are we doing to get people to come into
our town?” asked a participant. Another
asked: “Where’s the signage?” Others
singled out abandoned lots as a turn offs
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for individuals driving through Beach.
Finally, a participant stated: “We first
have to realize what we have here.”
Building Blocks for Beach’s Economy
Participants were asked to take inventory
of what they felt are the essential
building blocks for a healthy local
economy. The following four major
factors were identified: Community
spirit, services, low taxes, and the lack of
a “growth mindset” from city leaders.
• Present Building Blocks:
− Desire: “There’s a silent majority in
this town who want success.”
− Unique services for a small town:
Clinic, dentist, physical therapist
• Missing Building Blocks:
− Appearance of the City
− Poor infrastructure
− Affordable housing
− Support from the City Council
− Economic development director or
entity
− Stronger zoning ordinances
− Too few contractors
− Lack of awareness of existing
incentives
Offering Solutions
Focus group participants were
challenged to identify solutions to
attracting new businesses, assisting
existing businesses, and what can
be done to encourage growth and
development. Their responses can be
categorized as follows…
• Maximizing Beach’s Location: There
was a clear consensus on the need
to capitalize on the millions of drivers
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who pass by Beach’s exit each year and
to maximize the community’s proximity
to Theodore Roosevelt National Park,
Medora, etc. To this point, discussion
focused on drawing visitors off of the
Interstate by improving signage and
making property near the exit available
for development. Rebranding of the
community was also discussed such as
positioning Beach to be a “Gateway to
North Dakota” for visitors traveling east.
• Capitalizing on What Beach Has:
There was a sentiment expressed by
some that the community does not
fully understand or appreciate what
is already present in Beach. Some
discussion was had about the arts
culture in the community and the
opportunity to use this to uniquely
position Beach in comparison to
surrounding communities and to
draw visitors into town. Participants
voluntarily mentioned the local clinic,
dentist, and physical therapist as
appealing to many outside of Beach
prompting a question regarding the
clinic and number of senior citizens
within the area. This led to one
possible ‘big idea’: The possibility of
positioning Beach as a location for
a regional retirement/assisted living
center, which would appeal to seniors
who don’t want to leave the area or
relocate to Dickinson, Bismarck, or
Glendive.
• New Amenities: The group unanimously
believed the city was in need of a new
hotel or motel off of the Interstate.
Additionally, some stated that the
community should aspire for a brewery
or steakhouse to open that would

serve as another draw for travelers and
others in the region.
• Changing Beach’s Mindset: There was
a clear consensus on the need to
change the community’s mindset in
order to pursue economic growth and
community development. The view
was expressed that the city needs a
vision and pride in the community. On
this point of community pride, two
matters were highlighted: Capitalizing,
expanding the annual ‘Spirit of the
West’ celebration and beautification.
• “Building Something with Longevity”:
While some were critical of current
city leadership, all acknowledged the
difficulty of holding office, and stated
that new leadership needs to be
cultivated through providing residents
with more opportunities to serve and
participate in decision making.
Identifying One Thing That Would
Positively Impact Beach
At the end of the focus group session,
participants were asked what one
change they would make to Beach that
would positively impact the community’s
economic development, quality of life,
and quality of place. The responses were:
Beautification, infrastructure, community
pride, community wellness center,
branding and marketing the community,
and making critical investments in the
community with one participant saying
there needs to be an understanding that
“investments must be made.”
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Strategic Area of Focus 1:
Community Enhancement
At Issue: Beach’s Quality of Life and
Place
A city’s appearance and its basic
infrastructure are essential to a
community’s quality of place and
a primary element in its quality of
life. Beach residents and businesses
expressed the strong desire for the
City to invest in improving city streets,
update basic infrastructure, and clean up
abandoned lots and properties.
Like all cities, Beach has to live within
its means. Infrastructure improvements,
especially those to the degree desired
by some residents and businesses,
will require the raising of revenue. This
is a present constraint that must be
understood by all and a major factor in
community infrastructure discussions.
Enforcement of zoning ordinances is the
sole purview of the City Government.
Community beautification must be a
collaborative endeavor involving the time
and talents of residents and the business
community. Beyond improving the City’s
aesthetic appeal, beautification efforts
can connect residents while deepening
community pride.
A major issue that came up throughout
the planning process was the creation
of a Community Wellness Center. Many
factors, chief among them cost and
feasibility, define people’s views about a
potential Center. But the Wellness Center
discussion has been beneficial as it has
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prompted a larger conversation about
the importance of wellness. A community
health and wellness commitment can
spur progress on a myriad of fronts to
the betterment and enhancement of
Beach’s quality of life.
Vision & Aspiration: Improve Beach’s
quality of life for the benefit of its
residents and enhance the community’s
quality of place to make it attractive to
business investors and visitors.
Desired Outcomes:
• Clean up abandoned lots and
properties
• Beautify the community
• Infrastructure that is updated and
reliable for residents and supports
business growth
• Provide opportunities and special
events that foster greater community
spirit
• Make community wellness a priority
Goal 1.1: Community Beautification
Promote and enhance the City’s
appearance
Strategic Objectives:
1.1.1 City government will educate
the public on existing zoning
ordinances, enforce compliance,
and take other actions necessary
to clean up abandoned lots and
properties.
1.1.2 Establish a Community
Beautification Committee to advise

the City Council and spearhead
community beautification initiatives
and projects.
1.1.3 Pursue funding for storefront
renewal; develop and promote
initiatives to improve the
appearance of the downtown
business district.
1.1.4 Assess the feasibility and
possibility of offering different
summer water rates to encourage
residential yard care.
1.1.5 Develop and offer a community
garden for residents.
Responsible Parties: Zoning
Board, City Council, Community
Beatification Committee
Goal 1.2: Infrastructure
Improve city streets and update critical
infrastructure
Strategic Objectives:
1.2.1 Conduct an inventory of the
City’s infrastructure needs and
prioritize based on degree of need.
1.2.2 Develop and follow a
preventative maintenance schedule.
1.2.3 Educate the public with a
sheet, developed in cooperation
with the City Engineer, that
provides residents with
information regarding the current
infrastructure improvement plan,
accomplishments to date, and
planned improvements over the
next few years.
1.2.4 Pursue additional revenue
sources to fund replacement and
long-term maintenance of city
streets.

1.2.5 Make investments in improving
street lighting.
Responsible Party: City Council
Goal 1.3: Quality of Life and Place
Improving Beach’s quality of life and
place
Strategic Objectives:
1.3.1 Establish a Community
Wellness Committee that will have
six months to develop and
present a community wellness
strategy to the City Council.
The strategy will provide
recommendations to addressing
community desires for exercise
and recreation, along with ideas
on utilizing existing facilities and
findings on the feasibility of building
new venues.
1.3.2 Develop a Parks and
Recreation Master Plan to guide
decision-making on improvements
and investments.
1.3.3 Enhance the annual ‘Sprit of
the West’ event so it continues to
serve as the community’s
signature event.
1.3.4 Identify and hold new events
that may enhance the civic life
of the community and those
that complement Beach’s unique
qualities and heritage.
1.3.5 Develop a collaborative
approach to providing community
programming events for Beach’s
children and teenagers.
Responsible Parties: City Council,
Parks & Recreation Board, School
District, Residents
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Strategic Area of Focus 2:
Business Growth
At Issue: The Need for a Business
Development Strategy
This Strategic Plan was born out of the
need to analyze economic development
efforts to determine what approaches
are necessary for the creation, retention,
and expansion of local businesses.
Beach’s business community faces
a trifecta of challenges. First, the
struggle of Prairie West Development
has created a business development
vacuum. Secondly, their is an expressed
low level of confidence in the current
Chamber of Commerce and City elected
officials when it comes to promoting
economic growth. (It must be noted that
whether these criticisms are fair or not
is subject to debate. But such concerns
exist and need to be addressed.) Thirdly,
competition from online shopping
and Dickinson and Glendive has only
accelerated in recent years. Dependency
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on fluctuations in a commodity-based
economy further fuels uncertainty from
year to year.
On top of all of this is a history of
economic development incentives
that were either misused or missed
the mark. City leaders and taxpayers
have been burned in the past. There is
understandable reluctance over their
future use. And the term “economic
development” provokes negative
reactions from some in the community.
But facts are stubborn things and the
fact is Beach needs to do something
when it comes to encouraging business
development and supporting growth. On
this point, there was near unanimous
agreement. There was, however,
disagreement as to the best approach.
Some believed the City should work to
revitalize Prairie West. Others were of

the view that the City should pursue
economic development on its own; but
there was disagreement over whether
the City should hire an economic
development director or if an Economic
Development Corporation (EDC) should
be established.
A middle ground was eventually
proposed. The ultimate goal and
strategic objectives recommended
are firmly anchored in the acceptance
that a business development strategy
is necessary and the City needs to be
creative in funding its development
efforts.

position.
2.2 Use charitable gaming to fund
Prairie West Development.
2.3 Conduct a comprehensive
inventory of local business capacity
with special focus on volume and
employment.
2.4 With an appreciation for
the desire for the limited use of
incentives, develop and apply an
incentive strategy for targeted
businesses.
Responsible Parties: Chamber/
Prairie West, City Council, Golden
Valley County Commission

Vision & Aspirations: To restructure the
City’s business development efforts to
support the retention and expansion
of current businesses and attract new
businesses to Beach.

Desired Outcomes:
• A viable and financially secure business
development entity
• Greater cooperation between the City
of Beach and the region when it comes
to business development
• A healthy, and ideally, growing business
community
Goal 2: Business Development & Growth
Revitalize the City’s business
development and growth efforts to
attract new investment and support
business retention and growth.
Strategic Objectives:
2.1 Combine the Beach Chamber
of Commerce and the Prairie West
Development Executive Director
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Strategic Area of Focus 3:
Making Beach a Destination
At Issue: Capitalizing on Beach’s Location
There seems to be two schools of
thought when it comes to Beach’s
location. The first school of thought is
the City’s location is less than optimal.
It sits outside of the Bakken region, its
climate can be one of extremes, and it
is between Dickinson, ND and Glendive,
MT and is little more than town along the
Interstate between those larger cities.
The second school of thought is Beach is
one of a few small communities visible
from the Interstate on the first exit
driving east and sits next to the region’s
largest tourist attractions: Medora and
Theodore Roosevelt National Park.
The first school of thought sees Beach
largely as a hostage to its location. The
second school of thought sees Beach
with untapped potential.
Statistics from the North Dakota
Department of Transportation (DOT)
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validate the optimism of those who
see’s Beach’s location as an untapped
potential. DOT figures from 2017 found
over three million vehicles drove past
Beach on the Interstate. Approximately
250,000 turned off on the exit. And,
unlike other communities in the region,
the City has a staffed visitor center to
greet tourists and motorists and answer
questions. Furthermore, there is available
land at the exit suitable for development.
A closer look at Beach’s attributes also
finds the opportunity for the community
to position itself in a manner that
complements the region’s tourist appeal
while, at the same time, standing out as
distinct. Creating an inviting, attractive
community with amenities and niche
stores and events can not only make
Beach a destination, it has the potential
to fill the City’s coffers with critical sales
tax revenue.

Maximizing Beach’s location was the
third most expressed desire throughout
the planning process. The most
discussed desires for beautification
and infrastructure improvements tie in
directly making the community more
appealing.

3.1.3 Use the visitors’ center to
promote Beach businesses and
draw visitors to the downtown
business district; consider working
with local restaurants to promote
daily lunch specials to entice
travelers to dine in the city.

Unlike the other Strategic Areas of Focus,
this one is the most long-term. It will
take many years to fully realize the City’s
potential. Some will say it cannot be
done. Others will say something must
be done. These discussions miss the
larger point that clearly emerged from
the planning process and can best be
summarized with this one question:
“How will we know if we don’t try?”

Responsible Parties: City Council,
Chamber/Prairie West

Vision & Aspirations: To make Beach a
destination that draws visitors to the
community for dining, shopping, lodging,
and recreation.
Desired Outcomes:
• Create a unique brand appeal for Beach
• Draw visitors into the City
• Increase sales tax revenue that can
then be invested into the community
Goal 3.1: Marketing and Branding Beach
Brand the city and market Beach
to tourists, motorists, and visitors
throughout the region.

Goal 3.2: Maximizing Beach’s Potential
Use Beach’s location and unique culture
as a selling point for investors and a
draw for visitors.
Strategic Objectives:
3.2.1 Pursue investors for amenities
that cater to Interstate travelers
such as lodging and dining.
3.2.2 Build upon Prairie Fire
Pottery, the movie theater, and
the community’s artistic culture
to build events around, attract
artisans, and create niche
businesses.
3.2.3 Explore the possibility of
developing a campground and RV
park.
3.2.4 Make investments in
improving the municipal golf course.
Responsible Parties: City Council,
Chamber/Prairie West, Parks &
Recreation Board

Strategic Objectives:
3.1.1 Develop a brand image and
marketing message that emphasizes
Beach’s amenities, businesses, and
unique appeal.
3.1.2 Improve signage on the
Interstate to attract motorists and
visitors.
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Strategic Area of Focus 4:
Community Engagement &
Revitalization
At Issue: The Lack of a Sense of
Community
One of the greatest challenges facing
cities today is creating and maintaining
a sense of community. This is best
measured by ‘social capital,’ a term
that broadly defines a resident’s
connectedness to his/her community
by examining their interpersonal
relationships with neighbors and fellow
residents along with their participation
in the life of the community through
involvement in service clubs, churches,
school activities, volunteerism, etc.
Civic, social, service, and faith-based
organizations are the lifeblood of every
community. Their impact – and absence
– is especially felt in small communities
like Beach. These groups serve as
networks providing members with
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opportunities for interaction, channels
of information, and wellsprings for
community and civic pride. The steady
decline in social capital across the
United States – brought on by the hectic
pace of life, the distracting influences of
technology, and generational differences
– is making governing our communities
more difficult for two primary reasons.
First, it makes it difficult to reach a
consensus on important local policy
issues. Secondly, the decline in
involvement results in decisions being
influenced by a few, creating an echo
chamber, that often comes at the great
expense of many in the community. Or
put another way, the loudest voices have
the greatest influence.
The lack of social capital in Beach is
noticeable.

A common theme that ran through the
planning process was the identified
need for new community leadership
and citizen engagement. While some
expressed displeasure with a perceived
lack of a “growth mindset” by elected
city officials, many others acknowledged
that greater participation by residents
is the surest way to address the issues
facing the City.
Creating outlets for resident involvement,
fostering more interactions, and growing
the community’s social capital is
essential to Beach’s future success. To
put it in starker terms: The City cannot
improve without greater engagement and
participation by residents.
Vision & Aspiration: Deepen a sense of
community to make Beach the best it
can be through engaging the talents of
residents.
Desired Outcomes:
• Greater community pride
• Increased community involvement by
residents
• Creating networks of residents to help
address community needs and foster
consensus on issues

to connect and utilize the
contributions of residents under the
age of 40.
4.1.2 Revitalize the Beach Civic Club.
4.1.3 Reconnect former Beach
residents with an interest in the
community’s well being by providing
opportunities for philanthropic
support.
Responsible Parties: City Council,
Business Community, Residents,
Churches, Service Clubs
Goal 4.2: Use the Strategic Plan to
Increase Engagement
Encourage involvement and provide
opportunities for residents to assist in
the implementation of this Strategic
Plan.
Strategic Objective: Create a
Community Strategic Planning
Committee (CSPC) comprised
of City officials, residents,
and business representatives
to collaborate and direct the
implementation of this Strategic
Plan.
Responsible Parties: City Council,
Chamber/Prairie West, Business
Community, Residents

Goal 4.1: Engage Untapped Stakeholders
Actively promote and support greater
community involvement among residents
and groups that will contribute to the
City’s social well being.
Strategic Objectives:
4.1.1 Promote and support
the establishment of a Young
Professionals organization
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Making Our Plan a
Reality
While ultimate authority for the
implementation of this Strategic Plan
resides with the City Council, the
ultimate success of this Plan rests in the
hands of the community. Collaboration
and engagement are the surest ways
to guarantee the goals, objectives, and
vision of this plan becomes reality.
Community Involvement
A Community Strategic Planning
Committee (CSPC) should be established
(See Strategic Area of Focus 4; Goal
4.2) and be comprised of City officials,
residents, business community
representatives, and other stakeholders.
The committee will advise the City
Council and may be empowered to
take steps necessary in ensuring the
implementation of this Strategic Plan.
As a best implementation practice, the
CSPC may organize into sub-committees/
groups with responsibility for each of the
four Strategic Areas of Focus as outlined
in this Plan.
The Beach CSPC should conduct an
annual community forum to update
residents on the Plan, receive resident
feedback, and keep approaches to
implementation fresh and relevant.
Transitioning to a City Council Policy
Platform
From a policy standpoint it should be
understood that it is unreasonable to
expect the City Council to spend all
of its time on this Strategic Plan. The
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Council must, first and foremost, meet
its core obligations of delivering essential
services and doing so within the
parameters of the City’s Budget.
As a best policy practice, the Council
should work with the CSPC in developing
an annual Policy Platform, which can be
adopted in January, outlining a set of
items from this Plan for the Council to
focus on during the year. The City Council
and CSPC may engage the expertise of
the City Engineer and outside experts
to assist in the development of annual
priorities.
The City Council Policy Platform will
synchronize the work of city government
with the goals and objectives of this
plan. It should be seen as the surest
means to ensuring this Plan remains
dynamic and the primary vehicle to make
core policy aspects of this Plan a reality.

Appendices
Appendix A: Business
Community Survey Results
Background on the Business Community
Survey
This survey was live from January 16
through 31. Sixty-seven (67) business
owners/leaders were invited to
participate in the survey. Twenty-six (26)
individuals participated in the online
survey; one individual participated
via a mail-in survey. With 27 out of
67 individuals participating, we were
able to secure an excellent response
rate of 40 percent. As is the case
with any survey, not every participant
answered every question. However, the
information gained from this survey
does provide some clarity regarding the
current impressions within the business
community regarding the state of
economic and community development
in Beach.
A Note on the Results: The following
responses are presented as submitted.
When necessary, minor edits were
made to correct grammar. Any negative
references to specific individuals or local
officials have been removed.
Results & Responses
Q1: What industry, services, or products
best describes your business’
classification?
• Agriculture
3
• Energy
0
• Healthcare
1
• Hospitality
2
• Manufacturing
0

•
•
•
•

Professional Services
Retail / Sales
Transportation
Other*

8
6
0
7

*Custom concrete construction, realtor,
local cooperative, childcare, auto repair,
construction, financial.

Q2: How many years has your business
been operating in Beach?
• Less than 10 years
7
• 11-24 years
5
• 25 years or more
15
Q3: Please select your age.
• 18 – 29
4
• 30 – 49
9
• 50 – 64
10
• 65 – Older
4
Q4: Using a five-point scale, how would
you rate the business environment
in Beach?
• Poor
0
• Struggling
13
• Fair
10
• Good
4
• Excellent
0
Q5: How are the current economic
conditions in Beach compared to
one year ago?
• Substantially Better
0
• Moderately Better
2
• Same
13
• Moderately Worse
11
• Substantially Worse
1
Q6: What are your expectations for
Beach’s economy one year from
now?
• Substantially Better
1
• Moderately Better
12
• Same
12
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• Moderately Worse
• Substantially Worse

2
0

Q7: What are expectations for your
business’ economic condition one
year from now?
• Substantially Better
2
• Moderately Better
14
• Same
11
• Moderately Worse
0
• Substantially Worse
0
Q8: Do you plan to increase investment
in your business during the next
year?
• Substantially More Investment
1
• Moderately More Investment
14
• Same
11
• Moderately Less Investment
1
• Substantially Less Investment
0
Q9: Please select one word or phrase
from the following list that you feel
best describes Beach’s downtown
business district.
• Booming
0
• Flourishing
0
• Successful
0
• Thriving
127
• Vibrant
0
• Declining
5
• Deteriorating
3
• Fading
4
• Failing
1
• Holding Its Own
0
• Limited
6
• Struggling
5
• Underappreciated
1
• Other (Please specify) 1
*Anchor business for sale

Q10: What grade would you give the
City of Beach for its economic
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development work?
• A – Excellent
• B – Above Average
• C – Average
• D – Below Average
• F – Failure

0
2
12
12
1

Q11: When it comes to economic
development, what does the City of
Beach do well? Why?
• I don’t see too much happening in
economic development.
• Strongly disagree with this
statement.
• It thrives on community support.
Every fundraiser I’ve seen in Beach,
the community has shown excellent
support.
• Progressive, uses grants and
seeks to expand and improve public
infrastructure
• This may have nothing to do with
Econ Dev. But the people of Beach
and the surrounding communities
are very generous. Fund raising for
someone or something in need is
well supported. Good honest local
people are an asset.
• There is no development plan or
assistance other than small grants
or business planning provided by
other entities, not the City itself.
• Very little. It seems as if no one
really cares, and are almost afraid
that someone might become
successful.
• It has started the Economic
Development program.
• The City does provide businesses
with information on starting or
growing a business. The city is
very supportive and mindful when
promoting local businesses as well.

• Welcomes new businesses.
• Keeps town mowed and trimmed
• There is no economic development
in Beach.
• The business owners work very
hard to find the things that are
needed for this community
• When possible the city uses local
businesses.
• We have no answer.
• Not sure
• They support the Chamber and
seek to assist business owners,
such as this Survey. Supportive to
small business vendors by creating
new venues - very helpful!
• Don’t know
• Nothing
• Supports certain businesses and
not others.
• Kimberly is a fantastic resource
for anyone looking to grow, expand,
or start a business in Beach. She’s
underappreciated.
• They have no economic
development in Beach.

Q12: When it comes to economic
development, what does the City of
Beach NOT do well? Why?
• See answer 11.
• Beach consists of close-minded
individuals in council that does not
seek economic
development, or growth.
• I feel I am to new to the business
community here to answer this
question fairly.
• Competes with the private sector.
• The City of Beach does not
recognize there are over 3 million
people driving by our exit each year.

Drawing just a small percentage of
these visitors into town can make a
business successful. On top of that,
the City has a contract with the
ND Department of Transportation
to staff its million-dollar visitor
center in exchange for putting the
visitors center at our exit. Most
cities would be thrilled with this
arrangement to be able to staff a
visitor’s center and personally invite
travelers to visit their community
but some people on our City council
feel this would benefit only one
business. Really? Is there only one
business in town? Travelers need
food from Buzzy Cafe, espresso,
soup and sandwiches from Park
Cafe. Tea and gifts from Wild Vines
market. Groceries from Beach
Food Center. Pharmaceuticals from
Beach Pharmacy. Beach clinic and
Beach Veterinary if someone or their
pet gets sick on the road. It is a
fight every year to get funding for
staffing the visitors center from the
City council. Shortsightedness is a
problem.
• Strategic plan for community. How
can we improve roads? How can we
improve parks?
How can we improve image? Lack of
cohesiveness and transparency at
many levels. The
city needs a culture.
• Beach struggles to recognize
that it is sitting in the middle of a
highly diverse farming and ranching
community. Many of the residents
and community leaders almost shun
the
agricultural aspect of our
community. Seems to be a division
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between the two
environments.
• I feel the City needs invest more in
the infrastructure area - streets and
water works need some updating.
• I would love to see the City
collaborate with the Chamber of
Commerce to plan events that
draw in business and foot traffic to
Beach.
• Roads
• Refer to last question
• Streets - Potholes and dead
vehicles. Have all owners clean up
the shitholes from all the entrances
to this town.
• There is not always positive
conversation about the activities in
the city. Positive attitude.
• Beach doesn’t do well with
bringing in new businesses,
but there would have to be an
extraordinary about of money to do
so and that’s not usually the role of
city government.
• Help start-ups get out of the
closet by exposing them more.
They also complete with local
business owners who might want
to sell or rent office space - not
ethical or helpful. They weren’t
terribly supportive of our Business
Development office while it existed;
now it’s gone or a skeleton of its
former self. They did not support
the Visitor Center, as well as they
could.
• Encourage business growth in
Beach. When my business wanted to
build, the hoops and negativity from
the city was not good. From what I
still see, that has not changed.
• Everything
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• Support starting up businesses
and provide advertisement
opportunities
• Terrible about encouraging new
businesses with tax credits.
• We have had out business up
for sale for almost two years and
not a soul has tried to help find a
person or family to take it over so
we do not have to close it down
and loss another business in town.
We are even going to stay and help
lay flooring and teach people to lay
flooring but to no avail.
• Create jobs. Bring new people to
town. Wish I knew why it’s tough for
City Council to bring new businesses
or people into our wonderful little
community.
Q13: Is there a better way for Beach
to pursue and/or structure its
economic development efforts for
the future?
• Encourage new business growth
with monetary incentives.
• Encouraging economic growth with
educated driven council members.
• I feel a full town hall meeting
to get accurate input from the
community to get an informed idea
on what development the city needs
most.
• The goal is to keep and expand
private businesses, population
(cradle to grave), farms and farmers
and ranchers, jobs and job training,
improve standard of living for
families, singles, arts, agriculture
and education.
• See the 3 million travelers as an
asset to be embraced. It’s like living
next to a moving 3 million-person

city but without the crime, high cost
and social problems. Travelers come
into our city buy goods and services
and then leave. They stimulate our
local economy.
• Incentives for private money to
develop infrastructure, commercial,
and housing. Sell city property
to individuals that will maintain
it. Currently city is collapsing
from center and moving outward.
Commercial buildings are for sale
or abandoned everywhere you
look. Beach needs a code to set
standards for business and housing
appearance to make attractive
to visit. Businesses and houses
would sell if the investment were
good; right now Beach is a risky
investment.
• Instead of a portraying an attitude
that “we can’t because nothing
has worked before “ to be a more
welcoming and prosperous attitude
going forward. We can move forward
and prosper. We need to have and
create reasons why we can move
forward. “You gotta wanna.”
• I’m not sure. I think the Main St.
Initiative is a great start.
• There is no economic development
in Beach.
• Advertising for the local business.
Encourage residents and visitors
to know what we have here. Have
this in all the business for easy
hand out. Or signs that let the ones
coming to town know that there
is more to Beach than just Cenex,
Flying J, Buckboard and the High
School.
• More funds are needed. They are
not always available. Not the city’s

fault.
• Probably. There’s always a better
way. Beautify the town! It’s not
terribly attractive to visitors.
• One thing I see is that they NEED
to get everyone on the same page.
There are so many people that want
it their way and don’t look at the big
picture. This has resulted in much
division in our community. Business
in Beach is key. If you get new
businesses more people will come
which will help the housing and
other businesses and on and on.
• Support small business more,
provide more support for advertising
and promotion
• No, the problems are rooted on
city council.
• To get people involved that
truly want to help the business
and beach. Instead just getting a
paycheck.

Q14: What one realistic change would
you make to improve Beach’s
economic development efforts and/
or its business environment?
• Lower taxes
• Improve roads and sewers
• Help draw tourism from TRNP and
Medora to Golden Valley County.
• Most states have the blue traveler
information signs before and again
at each exit. If we could have the
information signs at our exit Buzzy
Cafe, Park Cafe, Buckboard Hotel to
name a few would have a chance
to draw some of those 3 million
travelers into their businesses. How
much economic impact would that
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have?
• Need strategic infrastructure
improvement program in place with
strategic outcomes outlined. Need
long-term improvement plans in
place. Water lines, sewage, roads,
all need replacement or improved
and we can’t justify costs to expand
retail or build newer housing on the
private side without planning to fix
the current issues on the public
side.
• Get the community working
together. If we can not get the
community working together,
supporting each other first, and
then grow the community from
there.
• Tax incentives for new and existing
businesses that are in the City of
Beach. Also have an open mind to
changing times and except what
needs to happen to create jobs.
• Driving traffic into town. There isn’t
much for signage to draw traffic
from the interstate.
• More affordable businesses.
• Have people stay in town for the
business.
• We need to have more of a good
source of income in Beach; there
are no decent jobs in Beach.
• The residents need to take pride
in their town and not expect
the business to pay the way for
everything.
• Attract younger people to the
community to own businesses.
• Perhaps the addition of a small
manufacturer
• Have a hoopla for small businesses
that start up, Business monthlies
where one business is highlighted.
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I know this is chamber terrain, but
they could work together more
closely to welcome small business.
• Spruce up our down town area
and bring in new businesses.
• Get local people to shop and
employ local services.
• Advertise, advertise, advertise.
Provide billboard option. My
business specifically never gets
asked to be on any local ads, or
promotions. List each business on
sign by the hotel. Provide assistance
with TV ads, newspaper and/or sign
promotions. We have great tourist
traffic on interstate, we should be
utilizing the empty areas around gas
stations to advertise out business’s
down town
• Improving the clinic and adding
a wellness center would help with
attracting and retention of high
quality employees.
• To start a development group. To
help keep business going and keep
people here.
Q15: Briefly tell us what you hope
will be the major outcome(s) of
this planning process for Beach’s
business community.
• Beach’s leaders need to work
together like they do in Wibaux.
There’s just too much division.
• Overall economic growth for the
town and its local businesses.
• I hope that Beach will have the
means to make infrastructure
improvements that will help
businesses be more accessible and
inviting.
• Two to three percent annual
population growth and business - ag

jobs, primary sector jobs, stable to
improved housing market
• Most every business downtown
is for sale. It’s very hard to make
a living on the local economy. The
traveling public wants independent
interesting little shops and
communities to visit on their travels.
People are tired of big box and chain/
cookie cutter stores. Hopefully Beach
can rethink and reimagine its future.
• Cohesive long term thinking to
improve community and abandon
buildings beyond rehabilitation. We
cannot sit and have power struggles
when in reality infrastructure is
collapsing throughout the city.
Buildings are tired. New businesses
do not have retail or commercial
space available that is suitable
to create business environment.
Buildings and housing need to
be abandoned, condemned, and
cleaned up. Yards need to be cared
for. Pride and culture are needed
in the community. Weed control,
maintenance, street conditions,
sidewalk maintenance, signage,
promotion, etc. could all be improved
and it would be nice to see some
type of planning to implement these
changes.
• To understand what we have and
utilize our strengths working together
to make Beach a better place to live,
have or start a business and own a
home.
• The desired outcome would be to
see more local jobs created with in
the city. Without good paying jobs
there will be no people.
• I hope that Beach becomes a hot
spot for shopping and even tourism.

I would love to see something as
you come into town, directing them
to the downtown businesses and
showing them what Beach has to
offer.
• No idea
• A good business that employs many
people with good income.
• Each resident is responsible to
clean up their yard and street. Dog
owners will take responsibility for
keeping their dogs quiet and on
leashes outside of their homes.
Everyone can find out what Beach
has to offer. The grant money can
be used to replace storefronts or
windows.
• More positive interest in the
community by young people.
• New ideas
• Growth in businesses in beach
• Beautification of downtown. Street
lights? Enhanced small business
owner pride. Businesses coming
together to strengthen what we
do. Highlighting Beach on the
map for those looking to invest.
Having a welcome package for
new businesses. Celebrate those
in business at 5 year-, 10-year, 15year, etc. anniversaries. Contests for
business fronts.
• To make a better place for the
people of Beach to shop and live.
• More affordable advertising along
the interstate
• Creating an emphasis on a high
quality of life so attracting employees
and customers becomes easier.
• To see the community start to
grow again and have the community
to start shopping there home town.
Instead by just there mouth.
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Appendix B: Residential Survey
Results
Background on the Residential Survey
This survey was available on the city’s
website from March 1 through March 29.
Ninety-five (95) residents participated in
the survey. It should be noted that this
is a strong response rate for a survey
of this nature. As is the case with any
survey, not every participant and each
question, however, the information
gathered from this survey provides clear
impressions as to the attitudes and
perceptions, wants and concerns of
Beach’s residents.
A Note on the Results: The following
responses are presented as submitted.
When necessary, minor edits were
made to correct grammar. Any negative
references to specific individuals or local
officials have been removed.
Results & Responses
Q1: Perceptions of Beach: What word or
phrase would you use to describe
Beach to others?
• A nice small town.
• Nicely quiet.
• City Properties are poorly
maintained. Ordinances and policies
for privately owned properties are
either nonexistent or not enforced.
The town needs a cleanup by the
city and residents.
• Friendly little place to raise a
family
• Small
• Clean
• Wonderful
• Safe
• Quaint
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• Good place to live and grow up
besides the intrusive people
• We love it here. But a lot of the
city properties need cleaning up.
The boulevards, sidewalks, and
streets all need weed control. The
city council needs to enforce their
ordinances.
• Great people
• Small and stagnant
• Small and quiet
• Small town living
• Quiet and pleasant community
• Close knit and supportive
• The town’s esthetic looks as if it’s
struggling and slowly becoming run
down with empty buildings, lots and
homes.
• Small Town America
• Friendly
• Community minded
• Friendly
• Poorly kept. Properties, including
city owned, need picked up, mowing
and weed control.
• Quaint
• Up and coming
• Regressing.... not much growth
• Beach is a small rural community
that could use a face-lift! I see a
lot of junk cars and other unkempt
homes and businesses.
• Slowly going to die.
• Friendly
• Boring, not all sports that we are
capable of supporting
• Awesome but needs some growth
in relation to services and activities
for community members.
• Run down town, buildings need
updating, neighborhoods need
cleaning up, junk piles around town,
especially coming into town at the

four way stop across from the hotel.
• Quaint little town
• Small northern town
• Quaint
• Lack of community
• Great small town.
• Lacking attractions
• Tired
• Small town, not a lot happening.
• Selfish, so hard to get community
support
• Friendly
• Small, quiet, rural
• Resists change
• Very cliquey town
• Quiet, cliquey
• Small, slow
• Expensive
• Run down.
• They build sidewalks instead of
fixing denigrating sewer lines, water
lines. Gas lines The infrastructure
is about 100yrs old and everything
needs replaced. The monopolies like
with Internet.
• Old
• A great place to retire because it is
peaceful and quite.
• Caring, little community that’s a
great place to raise a family.
• Friendly, close-knit, and
supportive.
• Friendly
• Low Energy maybe sleepy
• Closed
• Quiet
• Quaint
• Needs grant money to help with
projects
• Community trying to grow
• Very nice people, stagnant vision
and planning
• Friendly small town.

• Just another small town
• My home
• Quaint
• Quiet
• Great Community
• Small town living, just holding on
to existence. Appears quaint - but
lot of selfishness, ego, isolationism
when you here awhile. The negative
Nancy/Ned will undermine good
ideas or projects.
• Small town Farming/Ranching
community
• Small community.
• Small
• Uniqueness small town
• Fun little town need more things
to do like fitness center
• Helping
• Out of shape
• Friendly
• A tight knit community
• Small town with the bare
minimum
• A proactive community who openly
embraces new people.
• Cliquey
• People do not support area
businesses. Would rather drive out
of town because they think things
are too expensive but complain if
businesses do not carry what they
need.
• Steadfast
• Small town America
• Quiet & friendly
• Great community with good
people
• Beach has unlimited potential
with more progressive attitude and
leadership.
• Older, well-worn community
• Friendly little town that’s a great
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place to raise a family.
• Dead
• Caring community
• Very Dirty
• Family friendly
Q2 Comparison to Surrounding Rural
Communities: What word or
phrase would you use to compare
Beach to other surrounding rural
communities?
• Average.
• Cleaner
• Beach could be great. Could be.
CLEAN IT UP and enforce property
owner ordinances. Assess the
penalties!
• Hub for Sentinel Butte, Golva and
Wibaux
• Better than other rural towns. But
the roads need attention. There is
a 3-bedroom pothole next to my
house. I love the pond and parks for
the kids.
• Dying
• Wonderful
• Friendly
• Small
• Clean
• The size is comparable, but the
cleanliness is not. Beach city does
not keep our town clean. No one
wants to come to an unkempt city.
• Wonderful rural community with
great people
• Struggling
• Not as progressive
• About the same
• Similar
• Growing
• Lacking
• Same answer as question one.
Theses little towns just aren’t the
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dynasties they once where.
• Average
• Typical small town
• Average
• Thriving
• Beach is not clean. Property
owners are allowed to have trash,
piles of construction materials, and
debris on lots with in the city. Also,
the weeds in town ARE TERRIBLE on
city property and privately owned
property. Weeds, weeds, weeds.
• Vibrant
• Clean and close-knit
• Needs to a lot of work. Our streets
are in terrible shape
• Sleepy
• We are the biggest and the best
• Tight knit
• Traditional, cozy
• When I think of what Wibaux, MT
and Medora, ND have to offer, we
fall short. Beach is making progress,
however when I drive in to town I
see a lot of junk, trash and strays.
• About the same.
• People don’t support sports events
as much as neighboring schools.
• Busy, not as much to do
• I think there are other
communities that seem more
cohesive and I would like to see
Beach be that way. How you get
a community to move in that
direction, I have no idea!
• Hanging on by a thread
• Everyone knows everyone kind of
place
• Has potential
• Behind the times
• Lack of vision
• Great small town.
• Behind

• Run down
• About the same. Kind of dead.
• Wibaux and Golva are caring and
supportive communities. Beach
doesn’t care if they lose another
business...sad
• Kind
• Lack of food and restaurants
• More amenities, but doesn’t
support them
• Meh.
• Our water is just as nasty as yours.
Because of the nasty clay it goes
thru
• Similar
• Beach is 20 miles from Historic
Medora, 1 hour West from Dickinson
ND and 45 minutes East from
Glendive Montana.
• Progressive hub city to Sentinel
Butte, Golva, Wibaux
• We have pride in our community
but it needs to have more to offer
for the community members.
• Behind
• Less Community pride than and
people working together than other
small
• Closed
• Growing
• Maintaining
• Needs repair at Golf course
• Difficulty in finding liable investors.
Not sure we’re we get some of
these company that have come in
with a far fetch notion of trying to
take advantage of our community.
Perhaps we should check with other
communities as to how they find
there investors such as Killdeer
Bowman Hettinger New England
• Dormant
• Similar to other communities,

but definitely has it’s own unique
culture.
• Cleaner
• The center of it all
• Growing
• In need of dining places
• Friendly/helpful people
• Similar - not as cohesive as some
not the community pride as a
whole.
• Family
• Limited resources. Not a lot of
options for things to do.
• Same
• Comparable
• Medora is a good place to visit
• Takes interest in there community
and its residents
• Dull/nothing to do
• My community
• Struggling
• Struggling with keeping
restaurants
• Beach is the anchor city for
Golva, Sentinel Butte, Wibaux, and
Trotters. If Beach grows so do the
surrounding communities.
• Non-community minded
• Residents close-minded do not
want to see. Already established
business flourish.
• Self-sufficient
• Needs cleaning up
• Limited
• Great community with good
people
• If Beach declines in economic
growth - surrounding communities
of Sentinel Butte, Golva, and
Wibaux would suffer. Beach is a
center of potential for surrounding
communities.
• Provides needed services
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• Progressive rural town
• Not supporting
• Cereal to local attractions, pottery,
breweries and Historic Medora
• Very Dirty
• Quiet
Q3: Current Economic Conditions in
Beach: How are current economic
conditions in Beach compared to
one year ago?
• Substantially Better		 1% (1)
• Moderately Better 		 23% (22)
• Same 		 47% (45)
• Moderately Worse		24% (23)
• Substantially Worse		 4% (4)
Q4: Expectations for Beach’s Economy:
What are your expectations for
Beach’s economy one year from
now?
• Substantially Better 6% (6)
• Moderately Better 		 38% (36)
• Same 		 42% (40)
• Moderately Worse 		 12% (11)
• Substantially Worse 2% (2)
Q5: Business District: Please select one
word or phrase from the following
list that you feel best describes
Beach’s downtown business
district.
• Holding Its Own		 18% (17)
• Struggling		 14% (13)
• Deteriorating 		 13% (12)
• Limited 		 13% (12)
• Fading 		 12% (12)
• Underappreciated 		 8% (8)
• Declining 		 6% (6)
• Successful 		 5% (5)
• Thriving 		 4% (4)
• Vibrant 		 3% (3)
• Other (Please specify) 3% (3)
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• Booming
• Flourishing
• Failing

1% 		
0%		
0% 		

(1)
(0)
(0)

Other – Responses:
• What business district?
• Struggling for sure and the City’s mini-mall
building rents are astronomical! Especially
for an outdated, non-handicapped
accessible building. The farmers who
originally built that wanted to provide
affordable retail space.
• Opportunity for growth

Q6: Consumer Spending Practices:
When was the last time you made a
purchase in Beach over $50?
• Within the past week
56% (52)
• Within the past month 23% (22)
• Within the last six
months 		
13% (12)
• Within the last year
9% (9)
Q7: Percentage of Consumer Spending:
Approximately what percentage of
your shopping do you do outside of
Beach, either in other communities
or online?
• 10 percent or less
2% (2)
• 11 – 24 percent
9% (9)
• 25 – 49 percent
22% (21)
• 50 percent or more
66% (63)
Q8: Economic Development in Beach:
What grade would you give the
City of Beach for its economic
development work?
• A – Excellent 		 0% (0)
• B – Above Average		 13% (12)
• C – Average 		 44% (42)
• D – Below Average 		 28% (27)
• F – Failure 		 15% (14)
Q9: Amenities: Please select the three
(3) most important amenities and

services to you and your family.
1) Quality Health Care		58% (55)
2) Dining / Restaurants
57% (54)
3) Good Schools 		57% (54)
4) Recreational
Opportunities 		44% (42)
5) Entertainment Options
(Movie theater, etc.) 		32% (30)
6) Social Activities 		25% (24)
7) Other (Please specify) 		17% (16)
8) Affordable Childcare 		11% (10)
Other – Responses:
• Church choice
• Another grocery store to compete for
better prices.
• Public gym / workout facility
• I was in this area and Beach is certainly
local or my job.
• Services like wellness area all have access
to
• Groceries
• Indoor pool
• Recreation / Wellness Center
• Wellness center
• Co-op
• Wellness Center
• Wellness / Recreational Center

Q10: External Challenges: Please rank
from one to five – with one (1)
being the greatest challenge and
five (5) being the lowest – the most
significant external challenges
facing Beach.
Ranked First:
1) Online Shopping
27% (26)
2) Out-Migration of
Young People
26% (25)
3) Proximity to Dickinson
and Glendive
26% (25)
4) Extreme Climate
11% (10)
5) Oil / Energy Activity 9%
(9)
Ranked Second:
1) Online Shopping
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2) Proximity to Dickinson
and Glendive
26%
3) Out-Migration of
Young People
23%
4) Extreme Climate
8%
5) Oil / Energy Activity 7%
Ranked Third:
1) Out-Migration of
Young People
28%
2) Proximity to Dickinson
and Glendive
22%
3) Online Shopping
19%
4) Oil / Energy Activity 17%
5) Extreme Climate
14%
Ranked Fourth:
1) Oil / Energy Activity 39%
2) Extreme Climate
25%
3) Out-Migration of
Young People
15%
4) Proximity to Dickinson
and Glendive
14%
5) Online Shopping
7%
Ranked Fifth:
1) Extreme Climate
2) Oil / Energy Activity
3) Online Shopping
4) Proximity to
Dickinson and Glendive
5) Out-Migration of
Young People

(25)
(22)
(8)
(7)

(27)
(21)
(18)
(16)
(13)

(37)
(24)
(14)
(13)
(7)

42% (40)
27% (26)
12% (11)
12%

(11)

7%

(7)

Q11: Internal Challenges: Please rank
from one to five – with one (1)
being the greatest challenge and
five (5) being the lowest – the
most significant internal challenges
facing Beach.
Ranked First:
1) Limited Activities
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for Younger People
38%
2) Aging Community
=27%
3) Ever-Increasing Cost
of Infrastructure
18% (17)
4) Tax Assessments
on Properties
15%
5) Limited Childcare
2%
Ranked Second:
1) Ever-Increasing
Cost of Infrastructure
2) Aging Community
3) Limited Activities
for Younger People
4) Limited Childcare
5) Tax Assessments
on Properties
Ranked Third:
1) Ever-Increasing
Cost of Infrastructure
2) Limited Activities
for Younger People
3) Aging Community
4) Tax Assessments
on Properties
5) Limited Childcare
Ranked Fourth:
1) Limited Childcare
2) Tax Assessments
on Properties
3) Ever-Increasing
Cost of Infrastructure
4) Tax Assessments
on Properties
5) Limited Childcare
Ranked Fifth:
1) Tax Assessments
on Properties
2) Limited Childcare
3) Aging Community

38

(36)
(26)

(14)
(2)

26%
24%

(15)
(23)

22%
17%

(21)
(16)

11%

(10)

25%

(24)

23%
19%

(22)
(18)

18%
15%

(17)
(14)

33%

(31)

20%

(19)

19%

(18)

17%
12%

(16)
(11)

37%
34%
13%

(35)
(32)
(12)
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4) Tax Assessments
on Properties
5) Limited Childcare

12%
5%

(11)
(5)

Q12: Your Thoughts & Suggestions:
Briefly tell us what you hope will
be the major outcome(s) of this
planning process for Beach.
• To utilize current buildings in
Beach that are empty versus
building new buildings.
• See that Beach is pretty good as
is. None of the external challenges
listed are really challenges to be
tackled, I just put numbers in
because the survey would not be
accepted without. We want less
taxation NOT more stuff. Yes, you
can get grants to start projects, but
than we get taxed to up keep them.
We have a grocery store, hardware
store and lumberyard. There is really
nothing more needed. Decrease
what the city owns and has to
up keep. It’s not the cities job to
entertain
• City Hall needs to QUIT all the
worthless economic programs
(Prairie West Development), stay out
of lawsuits and focus on cleaning
up our community. Such a shame
this focus has been lost. Business
owners can manage their own
business... Concentrate on your part,
we as business owners will do our
part.
• People working together to make
the community better
• I think another issue is lack of
rental houses. It’s hard to find
rentals here.
• To get beach alive again
• That it continues as it is

• Good, strong, outgoing,
trustworthy leadership that can
bring new niche ideas to a dying
community and a community that
will support those actions
• Beach’s business district is
under appreciated and becoming
moderately worse. Economic
Development and related programs
are not a duty of the city office.
*Cleaning up Beach is.* People will
visit, shop and spend money in a
city that is clean and looks GREAT!
Beach city has a LOT of cleaning up
and maintenance to do. Focus on
that. People and sales will follow.
• We have a group of young families
that would like to make Beach their
forever home. We need to be more
progressive in retaining businesses
and to keep them
• Stronger business district, more
recreational opportunities for our
kids and families
• I’d like to see this town and
others like ours come back to life.
I’ve see the old picture of Main
and Central hanging on the walls
of another overpriced space one
can rent for occasions (community
center). Wouldn’t it be nice to have
a community that thrived as big as
it did in the old days.
• More family friendly activities or
businesses, increased community
involvement
• Better cooperation of entities
working together. Example fair &
spirit of the west
• Don’t start any new projects.
Focus on cleaning the city up.
• More activities in Beach for kids
and adults

• Economic development. We need
some new shopping and recreational
opportunities. We also need a street
crew that actually takes care of the
streets. It is embarrassing to drive
around town and see everything in
such bad shape
• Restaurant that can bring people
in. Subaru has 3and they are always
busy. Take notes
• A thriving beautiful small town!
A community garden. Clean up the
junk cars, trucks and campers. Plant
more trees.
• Better streets and better planning.
• Restaurant open for evening meals
(4 P.M-8 PM)
• More things to for the young
crowd, need a wellness center for
everyone’s sake. Better upkeep on
the roads
• I would love to see our community
step it up a notch and bring new
business, activities and services
into the community. I love that
there is a group trying to plan for
a rec center. Small towns like ours
needs something like this for our
young people, well really all people.
We need things like community
ed classes, activities to do, etc.
This idea that «Oh we have tried
to get this before and it didn’t
work» needs to go away. We need
people in leadership positions
that want to see the community
grow. We have had some younger
people and families come back
to the area and if we don’t grow
our community, people won’t stay.
Maybe there could be a push to get
more community people involved to
help? Possibly different committees
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could be formed based on people’s
interests? Include the high school
kids as well.
• Clean up the town, lots of empty
lots with run down houses or junk.
Need the community to be more
appealing to people coming in and
wanting to work live here.
• That they actually bring in some
businesses that are able to flourish
and not bring in more business
that will directly compete with or
snuff out the small business owners
already experiencing that. We only
need one floral shop not two etc.
• Hopefully there will be a plan to
clean the city up. Too easy to fill up
gas tank and leave town.
• Being able to create more jobs,
attract people here, and work on
keeping the younger people here,
build year round recreation to keep
people happy here and give them
something to do.
• Develop a plan to deal with all the
houses and buildings in town that
need to be tore down. Businesses
are not going to come to Beach
when it looks so dumpy
• Better shopping options that are
affordable
• Take pride in our city starting
with officials. Make Beach look
clean, free of old rotten buildings,
potholes, and garbage. Encourage
businesses in all the empty stores
downtown, make rent affordable.
• Better clean up on properties
• I hope it will encourage more
people to want to expand beach’s
community. I hope it will also
cause people to think more about
taking pride in their properties and
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businesses and work to make beach
a more enjoyable place to live.
• A plan for change that actually is
implemented. Change is not a bad
thing. Make people feel welcome.
• Rebuilding, replacing infrastructure
Sewer n water lines. Better
advertisement options for
businesses… billboards and
advertising in Medora or other
surrounding tourist towns. Lower
property taxes because values have
decreased
• To draw young families in and a
job market to allow them to sustain
themselves.
• Don’t waste money that costs the
taxpayers in higher property taxes.
• I hope people will recognize the
need to improve our community.
Just because we live in a rural area
does not mean we should not have
the amenities of a larger city. I want
to be a part of a healthy, vibrant
community and am willing to do my
share to make it that way.
• I would like to see Beach grow
as a community and offer more
activities for the community
members. We are lacking in the
area of having things to do outside
of work and church. I see a real
need to have a wellness center that
would service ALL residents in the
community, young and old!
• Revitalized business climate more social activities (besides HS
sports and fundraisers).
• Not sure how to accomplish
this but Beach residence seem to
always look elsewhere to support
surrounding activities more than
what happens in their own town.

It would be nice to see somehow
to create businesses that everyone
wanted to support and have more
happening instead of closing up on
the weekends.
• Wellness center with a wrestling
room, weight room, and exercise
room.
• We need all properties cleaned up!
• That we can get realistic solution.
Good business investments. Perhaps
look into a anytime fitness a dollar
general a couple of business
that are in small rural towns and
successful Make a promotion Video
if Beach help sell the community
Advertise our business perhaps
create a joint advertisement to
help business defray the cost.
Mike Helsper has some amazing
pictures he has put on a Video I
believe would attract people to our
community
• Drive for infrastructure updates.
(sidewalks & curbing, railroad
crossings, roads, sewer, water tower,
parks & recreation) Community pride
in care/updates of buildings and
yards
• I would like to see more activities
that bring the community together
especially during Spirit of the
West. This year there will be an all
school reunion. If the community
had more activities for people to
do during the reunion, then maybe
younger people would want to move
back. Every summer Flasher ND, a
town with about 200 people, has
a summerfest. Beach could have
something similar to that during
Spirit of the West. Beach has a lot
of potential it is just getting more

people to see it. The outcome I
would like to see is to have more
people believe in Beach and work
together to build our community.
• Wellness center = happier young
people
• Focus and goals for a better
community
• Healthier community.
• Create a better place for people
to raise a family affordably. Increase
business and infrastructure
• Improvement in the community
with a growing or new industry.
Everything listed is a total package,
need one to supplement the
others and vice versa. Economic
development is failing as any
visionary is met with criticism, lack
of support from more than a few,
and large contingency opposing
anything they don’t gain from.
• Community Gathering, exercise
facility and room available for
wrestling
• More things to do in the
community.
• It would be great if the wellness
center had a wrestling room, weight
room and exercise equipment.
• Wrestling room, weight room,
swimming pool, indoor track
• I want there to be a fitness center
and hopefully a little wrestling room
for the wrestlers to practice in since
our school does not provide
• Health center with weight room
wrestling room
• Wellness center, gym, wrestling
room, weight room, exercise
equipment, track indoor
• More building/restoration
• New opportunities and activities
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for the community youth and
families
• I hope they put in a wellness
center for the youth to use. It would
also be helpful for older people to
use in the winter months.
• People coming together to build a
better Beach
• Bring the community together as
one like it was when Dan Duerre
was the extension agent.
• Road work in city Get mini mall
back on tax roll
• City will realize there is a need for
a facility where residents can be
active.
• Look forward for new businesses
and young people to come back
• More activities for families & young
people
• That we have more activities for
young adults in our community
• The realization of the need for
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more progressive thinking and
action. If you are not improving you
are a stagnant community.
• The need for an economic
developer will become obvious, but
it has to be someone with the skills
to meet the challenges.
• Identify the wants and needs
of the individuals within the
community to make it a better place
to live. A fitness center would make
the community as a whole much
healthier and attractive more young
people.
• Have activities for the youth,
along with a workout area for the
community.
• Start with cleaning the town
• We need signs up by the interstate
to advertise our local businesses.
Travelers only see Flying J and
Cenex

Q13: Residency: Please select the range
that best describes the number of
years you’ve lived in Beach.
• Less than 10 years		 29% (28)
• 11 – 24 years		 28% (27)
• 25 or more years 		 42% (40)
Q14: Gender: Please select your gender.
• Female 		 72% (68)
• Male 		 28% (27)

• Some College /
No College 		 19%
• Associate’s Degree /
Certification 		 18%
• Bachelor’s Degree 		 34%
• Master’s Degree
or Higher 		 10%
• N/A 		 4%

(18)
(17)
(32)
(9)
(4)

Q15: Your Age: Please select your age
range.
• 18 – 29 		 16% (15)
• 30 – 49 		 48% (46)
• 50 – 64 		 29% (28)
• 65 – Older 		 6%
(6)
Q16: Education: Please identify the
highest level of education you have
attained.
• High School Graduate /
GED 		 15% (14)
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